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are formed and rain falls upon any part of the earth where the air rises
sufficiently.
Rainfall of the Equatorial Belt of Low Pressure. In no other part
of the world does air rise so steadily and so abundantly as in the equa-
torial belt of low pressure. Therefore this is the region of greatest rain-
fall. A73 shows what happens here. During the rainy season of the
equatorial belt, the mornings are usually sunny; clouds gather toward
noon, showers fall in the early afternoon, and then the air clears. So
regularly does this happen that people count on it, and plan accordingly.
"Let's play tennis an hour after the shower," one man may say to another.
Rainfall of the Tradewind Belts. Since the air in the tradewind belts
moves horizontally its temperature and hence its capacity to hold moisture
suffer practically no change because of increase or decrease of pressure.
Some change, however, arises from the fact that on its way toward the
equator the air moves from cooler to warmer parts of the earth's surface.
Therefore the air gradually grows warm and the capacity of space to hold
moisture is increased. Hence the probability of rain grows less and less.
That is one reason why the Sahara is so arid.
Deserts of the Subtropical Belts of High Pressure. Poleward from
the drying tradewinds the air descends in the subtropical belts of high
pressure and calms. Therefore, like the compressed air in an automobile
pump this air grows warmer. Hence the amount of water vapor that
can be mingled with it constantly increases, and when the dry air reaches
the earth's surface what moisture it finds on the ground is eagerly
evaporated. Thus a dry belt is produced and the subtropical regions are
among the driest parts of the world.
Rainfall of the Belt of Westerly Winds: Cyclonic Storms. In the belts
of westerly winds the air moves horizontally part of the time. This
movement may cause a little rain because the* air is moving from lower
to higher latitudes and, hence is growing cool. The chief reason for
the abundant and regular rainfall of the belts of westerly winds, however,
is that they are regions of cyclonic storms. Such storms are areas of
low pressure, 500 to 1,000 miles or more in width. The winds blow
toward the centers of such areas, but not directly, for they are deflected
to the right in the northern hemisphere and to the left in the southern.
This causes the air in such areas to move spirally in great whirls, and
hence gives rise to the term cyclonic, which means wheel-like. Sometimes
cyclonic storms of small area and great severity occur in the tradewind
belt. These tropical cyclones are called hurricanes. Tornadoes also,
which are often wrongly called cyclones, are cyclonic in character, but
cover only a small area and are very severe. Some thunderstorms are of
the same kind, but less severe. By far the most important cyclonic storms,

